Elasticity of polymer solutions in Couette flow measured by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET).
Polymer solutions are complex fluids that show elasticity and deformation in response to shear flows. A fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) technique has been applied to measure the end-to-end distances of individual polymer molecules in Couette flow, using end-tagged reversible-addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerised poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Real-time rheofluorescence measurements on these polymers in solution above the critical overlap concentration are reported at several shear rates. The PMMA in Couette flow shows a systematic decrease in fluorescence, corresponding to a reduction in end-to-end distance of the polymer molecules with shear exposure. Full reversibility of the fluorescence signal is observed after the cessation of shear. These results show that polymer solution elasticity arises from compressive deformation of the polymer molecules in Couette flow. At polymer concentrations above the critical overlap, the polymer molecules are restricted by their neighbours and the net hydrodynamic forces are compressive rather than extensive.